
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of manager,
controlling. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at
the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for manager, controlling

Responsible for the monthly closing of the corporate ledgers, including
preparation of monthly closing journal entries, importing of transactions from
source systems, and posting to ledgers
Prepares or reviews general ledger account reconciliations
Supports cost center owners of other corporate departments in all
accounting matters
Provides guidance to corporate department managers during the budgeting
process and consolidates department budgets
Lead Accounting and Financial Controlling team
Apply local standard accounting principles and global guidelines, ensuring
that accounting information shows the “True and Fair Image” of the company
and cover both local and global requirements
Responsible for all Statutory and Management Accounting related activities
(master data, cost centers, internal orders, assessments, distributions,
calculation of standard costs, stocks control, purchases prices and Cost of
Goods Sold determination, accruals)
Enforce adequate knowledge and compliance with FGAR guidelines, and
grant that new FGAR changes are fully implemented in the company
Responsible for intercompany pricing in close cooperation with Taxes
Ensures that standard prices of both purchased and manufactured materials
are updated correctly and in time

Qualifications for manager, controlling

Example of Manager, Controlling Job Description
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MBA in Finance or Accounting from a well reputed business school with 3-5
years of relevant experience in Sales Finance
Prior experience in supporting Sales and marketing organizations is required
experience in working with global cross functional teams is a must
Must possess strong Analytical skills and organizational skills to work on
various treasury initiatives
Strong conceptual and analytical skills and ability to think strategically about
business opportunities and investments
Excellent initiative, ability to work independently with limited supervision and
flexibility to adapt quickly in a matrix organization


